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Abstract
This study examined dual task performance in 28 younger (18–30 years) and 28 older (.60 years) adults using two sets of
choice reaction time (RT) tasks paired with digit tasks. Set one paired simple choice RT with digit forward; set two paired
complex choice RT with digit backward. Each task within each set had easy and hard conditions. For the simple choice RT,
participants viewed single letters and pressed a specified keyboard key if the letter was X or Z or a different key for other
letters (easy). For the hard condition, there were 4 target letters (X, Z, O, Y). Digit forward consisted of 4 (easy) or 5 (hard)
digits. For the complex choice RT, participants viewed 464 matrices of Xs and Os, and indicated whether four Xs (easy) or
four Xs or four Os (hard) appeared in a row. Digit backward consisted of 3 (easy) or 4 (hard) digits. Within each set,
participants performed every possible combination of tasks. We found that in the simple choice RT tasks older adults were
significantly slower than, but as accurate as younger adults. In the complex choice RT tasks, older adults were significantly
less accurate, but as fast as younger adults. For both age groups and both dual task sets, RT decreased and error rates
increased with greater task difficulty. Older adults had greater dual task costs for error rates in the simple choice RT, whereas
in the complex choice RT, it was the younger group that had greater dual task costs. Findings suggest that younger and
older adults may adopt differential behavioral strategies depending on complexity and difficulty of dual tasks.
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brains [16,17]. CRUNCH predicts that this compensatory neural
activation is efficient at low levels of task demand, however, with
higher levels of task demand, age-related differences emerge [17].
Some studies investigated age-related dual task effects under
different levels of task difficulty. For example, McDowd and Craik
(1988) paired cognitive choice RT tasks and manipulated task
difficulty to investigate age differences in participants who were
required to perform auditory and visual choice RT tasks on their
own and concurrently. Both choice RT tasks had easier and
harder conditions producing four dual task combinations (easy
auditory choice RT with easy visual choice RT; easy auditory
choice RT with hard visual choice RT; hard auditory choice RT
with easy visual choice RT; hard auditory choice RT with hard
visual choice RT). In a second study, using visual choice RT,
complexity was further increased by manipulating the number of
choices (two-, four- and eight-choice RT). Results across both
studies showed that older adults had slower choice RT compared
with younger adults, and their performance further deteriorated
under the harder dual task conditions. There was some support for
an age-related decrease in dual task costs, which amplified with
increased task complexity. The authors concluded that age
differences are likely to be amplified by task difficulty and
complexity, perhaps because mental operations slow with increased age. This slowing is exaggerated in dual task conditions
that require a greater number of operations, providing a promising
avenue in which to examine the effects of increased task
complexity.

Introduction
Choice reaction time (RT) tasks have been routinely used in
aging research [1–8]. They are potent for discriminating between
different age groups [1,7,9], are more sensitive measures of agerelated differences in psychomotor performance compared with
simple RT tasks [4,10], and correlate significantly with higherorder cognitive processes in younger and older adults [8]. Previous
studies have employed choice RT tasks to investigate the effect of
dual tasking across various age groups [11–14]. The general
agreement is that choice RT slows with aging and with increased
task difficulty, which allegedly reflects competition for attentional
resources. However, most previous aging studies have examined
the effect of choice RT tasks on postural balance in healthy
individuals and manipulated one of the dual tasks only [11,13].
Our understanding of the effect of aging on cognitive task
performance under different levels of dual task difficulty remains
limited. Extending this area of research allows us to tease apart the
various mental operations that deteriorate with increased age, and
how they may be amplified by task difficulty and complexity.
There is some evidence that age-related differences in performance are minimal at lower levels of task demand; as task demand
increases, performance of older adults declines relative to that of
younger adults [15]. This finding is also predicted by the
Compensation-Related Utilization of Neural Circuits Hypothesis
[CRUNCH; 16]. According to CRUNCH, the aging brain
recruits more neural resources due to processing inefficiencies in
order to achieve equivalent performance to that of younger adults’
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digit tasks. We predicted that older adults would be slower across
all task conditions compared with younger adults, and that RT
would be slower with higher levels of task difficulty across both age
groups. Based on previous findings and the Processing-Speed
Theory, age - related differences in RT were predicted to be more
pronounced in the more complex dual task set. We also predicted
that error rates would be higher with increased task difficulty
across both groups.

Methods
Participants
Participants were 28 younger (18–30 years) and 32 older (61–
90 years) adults. Four older participants were excluded due to
either low scores on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment [MoCA;
29] or inability to perform some of the tasks. The final sample
comprised 28 younger (15 females, M = 22.21, SD = 3.14) and 28
older (15 females, M = 71.96, SD = 7.84) adults. The MoCA is
a 30-point cognitive screening test that emphasizes executive
functioning and attention. We adopted the suggested cut-off of 26
for mild impairment. The average MoCA scores were not
significantly different between the two groups (MY = 28.07,
SDY = 1.58; MO = 27.04, SDO = 1.87), t(54) = 1.79, p = .08.
Participants were also screened with the Wechsler Test of Adult
Reading [WTAR; 30]. The WTAR consists of 50 words that have
irregular letter to sound translations, and provides an estimate of
verbal IQ by emphasizing previous word knowledge for correct
pronunciations. There was no significant difference in the WTAR
scores for the two groups (MY = 107.50, SDY = 8.55; MO
= 110.32, SDO = 5.89), t(54) = 2.143, p = .16. The Inventory of
Depressive Symptomatology-Self-report [IDS-SR; 31] was also
administered to assess depression severity within the past 7 days
for all criterion domains of major depression according to the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-IV [32]. Scores can range
between 0 and 84, with lower scores indicating no depressive
symptoms and higher scores very severe depressive symptoms. We
found no differences in the IDS-SR scores for the two groups (MY
= 11.96, SDY = 7.09; MO = 13.97, SDO = 8.34), t(54) = 2.435,
p = .67. Education level was assessed based on the International
Standard Classification of Education [ISCED; 33] system (e.g.,
0 = pre-primary education; 6 = second stage tertiary education).
Younger participants had significantly more formal education than
older participants, t(54) = 4.81, p,.001; years of education was
used as a covariate in all analyses.
Ethics approval was granted by the Monash University Human
Research Ethics Committee. All participants gave written informed consent and reported that they had normal or correctedto-normal vision and hearing, and that that they were free of
neurological disease, psychological disorders, and upper limb

Figure 1. A non-target (R) and a target (X) trial of the simple
choice RT task.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060265.g001

The generalized slowing, observed with increased age, is
predicted by the Processing-Speed Theory. This theory postulates
that age-related differences, observed during cognitive task
performance, are likely to be underpinned by changes in
processing speed [18]. According to this theory, age-related
differences should be more pronounced in more cognitively
demanding tasks, which are assumed to embody several simpler
cognitive processing stages. Past research has suggested that RT
becomes slower and more variable with increased age; a finding
supported by longitudinal studies [5,7]. However, when measuring
accuracy, the effect of age is remarkably mixed. Some studies have
reported no differences in error rates between younger and older
adults [19], younger adults making fewer errors [20–24] or more
errors [25,26]. It should be noted, however, that a limitation of
several previous studies is that they either reported RT or error
rates, but not both. This presents a potential limitation since
including both variables offers a more holistic view of dual task
performance than viewing speed and accuracy individually,
allowing speed-accuracy trade-offs to be taken into account.
In light of previous findings, we sought to investigate whether
age-related differences in dual task performance emerge when
choice RT tasks are performed concurrently with cognitive tasks,
and whether they are more pronounced with increased task
complexity and difficulty. We extended past research by employing and comparing two sets of dual tasks that differed in their
degree of complexity. The first task combination paired simple
choice RT with digit forward (termed the simple dual task set), and
the second combination paired complex choice RT with digit
backward (termed the complex dual task set). We selected digit
forward and backward, because both have been previously used to
assess attention and working memory [27], and are comparable to
each other, but vary in complexity. Previous studies have
suggested that older adults perform well on short-term memory
tasks that require passive storage of information (e.g., digit
forward), whereas age-related impairments emerge in working
memory tasks that require participants to not only hold information in memory, but also perform an operation (e.g., digit
backward) [28]. Therefore, age differences are expected to be
minimal in digit forward, but greater in digit backward. We also
manipulated the difficulty of each task within the dual task sets, by
adopting easy and hard conditions for both the choice RT and
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Figure 2. Target stimuli of the complex choice RT task
conditions. On the left matrix, four Xs appear in a row (easy or hard
conditions); on the right matrix, four Os appear in a row (hard
condition).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060265.g002
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Note. RT = Reaction time; E = Easy; H = Hard.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060265.t001
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Participants performed two sets of dual tasks: the simple dual
task set paired simple choice RT with digit forward, and the
complex dual task set paired complex choice RT with digit
backward. Paré, Rabin, Fogel and Pépin [34] used a similar simple
choice RT task to examine dual task performance in individuals
with mild traumatic brain injury. Müller et al. [35] employed
a similar complex choice RT task to examine dual task
performance in Huntington’s disease. Each of the tasks within
each set had easy and hard conditions. The choice RT tasks were
administered on a Lenovo ThinkPad X61 laptop running
Windows XP. The laptop was placed in front of the participants
within comfortable reach. Participants used the laptop’s keyboard
to respond to stimuli that were presented in the centre of the
screen: they pressed the left arrow with their left index finger to
respond to target stimuli, and the right arrow with their right index
finger to respond to non-target stimuli. The ratio of target to nontarget stimuli was approximately the same. We recorded RT and
error rates. RT was the time taken from the moment each stimulus
appeared on the screen until participants’ response. Error rates
were the percentage of incorrect responses across trials. Responding to a target or non-target stimulus with the appropriate
keyboard arrow constituted a correct response.
For simple choice RT, stimuli were specific letters of the alphabet,
which were designated as target and non-target letters. In the easy
condition the target letters were X and Z, and in the hard
condition they were X, Z, O and Y. Non-target letters were other
letters of the alphabet. Each trial commenced with a ‘‘get-ready’’
sign (+) that remained on the screen for 250 ms. A letter followed
in the same position, and until the participant responded or for
a maximum of 3000 ms (see Figure 1). Because hard digit forward
requires more time, we adjusted the number of simple choice RT
trials so that there were enough trials to last throughout the hard
digit task. Thus, there were 45 simple choice RT trials performed
concurrently with easy digit forward and 54 trials performed
concurrently with hard digit forward.
For complex choice RT, stimuli were 464 matrices of regular
arrays of eight Xs and eight Os. In the easy condition the target
matrices had four Xs in a row, either horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally. In the hard condition, they had either four Xs or four
Os in a row (see Figure 2). Non-target matrices did not have four
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Table 1. Means (and standard deviations) of younger and older adults across all tasks.

Complex Choice RT (RT) Complex Choice RT (Errors)

Digit Backward (Errors)

impairments. They were also fluent in English, and their MoCA,
WTAR and IDS-SR scores were all within the normal range.

Figure 3. Dual task costs for the choice RT tasks. E–E = Easy
choice RT with easy digit; E–H = Easy choice RT with hard digit; H–E =
Hard choice RT with easy digit; H–H = Hard choice RT with hard digit.
Standard error bars are included.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060265.g003
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Xs or four Os in a row; they appeared in any location that did not
constitute a row. Each stimulus was displayed on the screen until
response was made or for a maximum of 3000 ms with an
interstimulus interval of 500 ms. There were 30 complex choice
RT trials when performed concurrently with easy digit backward
and 40 trials performed concurrently with hard digit backward.
For digit forward, stimuli were 4-digit (easy) and 5-digit (hard)
numbers; for digit backward, stimuli were 3-digit (easy) and 4-digit
(hard) numbers. Digits ranged between 0 and 9, and each digit
appeared only once in any given number. The experimenter read
each series of numbers at a rate of approximately 1 s. Participants
were then required to repeat each series aloud and in the correct
order. As soon as participants recalled a series, the experimenter
presented the next one. Incorrect digits or digits out of order were
counted as errors. These errors were summed across trials and
divided by the total number of trials in that condition to obtain the
error percentage, which we then used for data analysis. There
were 10 trials for the single tasks for each task set. In dual tasks, the
number of trials varied from one participant to another as the digit
tasks ended only when participants had completed the choice RT
tasks.
For the dual task conditions, participants were required to press
the Enter button on the keyboard in order to commence the
choice RT tasks. As soon as they commenced each of the choice
RT tasks, the experimenter started reading a series of numbers
which’s length depended on the condition (e.g., easy, hard). The
experimenter moved on to the next series of numbers as soon as
the participant recalled the previous series.
Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. They were
instructed to perform all tasks as quickly and as accurately as
possible. For each of the sets, participants first performed the four
single tasks. Taking for example the simple dual task set,
participants performed the single tasks in the following order:
easy simple choice RT, hard simple choice RT, easy digit forward,
and hard digit forward. Participants performed practice trials prior
to each of the single tasks. Next, for the dual tasks, participants
performed every possible combination of the simple choice RT
with the digit forward tasks: (1) easy simple choice RT with easy
digit forward, (2) easy simple choice RT with hard digit forward,
(3) hard simple choice RT with easy digit forward, and (4) hard
simple choice RT with hard digit forward. The same order was
followed for the complex dual task set.
The simple and complex dual task sets were two of four sets of
tasks that participants performed as part of a larger study, and the
order of the four sets was counterbalanced across participants.
Therefore, half of the participants in each of the groups performed

Figure 5. Main effect of Age (young, old) on reaction times of
the simple choice RT task. Standard error bars are included.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060265.g005

the simple dual task set first, and the other half of participants
performed the complex dual task set first. We did not counterbalance the order of the conditions, because a full permutation
with all the different conditions for all the different sets of tasks was
deemed impractical due to the large number of conditions within
each set of tasks as well as the sample size. Also, since there is
a learning component it was appropriate for the hard tasks to be
preceded by easy tasks.

Statistical Analyses
For RT and error rates across all tasks, trials with values more
than 3.5 standard deviations from the individual mean were
excluded before computing overall means and standard deviations
(see Table 1). Taking, for example the simple dual task set,
separate 26263 mixed model ANOVAs were computed for RT
and for errors rates, with Age as a between subjects factor (young,
old), and two within factors, Simple Choice RT Task Difficulty
(easy, hard), and Digit Forward Task Difficulty (none, easy, hard).
The same model was used for the complex dual task set. Due to
violations of the sphericity assumption, we report GreenhouseGeisser corrected degrees of freedom. Education level was
included as a covariate in all specified models below, but it was
not found to be significant in any model. Thus, all subsequent
analyses were performed without education as a covariate.
Significant interactions of interest were followed with appropriate
post hoc analyses: simple main effects or planned comparisons. For
all pairwise comparisons we conducted Bonferroni post hoc tests
(a = .05).

Figure 4. Dual task costs for the digit tasks. E–E = Easy digit with
easy choice RT; E–H = Easy digit with hard choice RT; H–E = Hard digit
with easy choice RT; H–H = Hard digit with hard choice RT. Standard
error bars are included.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060265.g004

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Figure 6. Percentage of error rates on the Simple Choice RT
(easy, hard) as a function of Digit Forward Task Difficulty
(none, easy, hard). E = Easy; H = Hard. Standard error bars are
included.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060265.g006
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analysis of the simple main effects showed no differences on the
easy simple choice RT. For hard simple choice RT we found
significant (p,.05) differences between the single and dual tasks,
and between the easy and hard digit forward conditions; error
rates increased with increased difficulty. Overall, the results of the
simple choice RT tasks suggest aging effects in RT, but not in
error rates. There was no evidence of speed-accuracy trade-offs, as
slower responses were associated with greater error rates.

To assess participants’ ability to perform concurrent tasks, we
computed dual task costs separately for RT and error rates for the
simple and complex choice RT tasks, as well as for error rates for
the digit tasks (see Figures 3 and 4). Taking, for example the simple
dual task set, we used a 26262 mixed-model ANOVA with the
between factor Age (young, old) and two within factors, Simple
Choice RT Task Difficulty (easy, hard) and Digit Forward Task
Difficulty (easy, hard). We used the same model for complex
choice RT dual task costs. For the digit tasks, we added a value of
1 to each data point prior to computing dual task costs due to
a large number of participants not committing any errors in the
single tasks. In accord with previous studies [14,36,37] we used the
formula: dual task cost = (single task-dual task)/single task to
calculate the relative ratio of single task to dual task that controls
for single task performance. Negative dual task costs suggest that
RT and accuracy decreased in the dual task conditions compared
with the single task conditions.

Simple Choice RT Dual Task Costs
For dual task costs, a three way ANOVA for RT revealed
a significant main effect of Digit Forward, F(1.00,54.00) = 7.58,
p = .01, g2 = .12, with significantly greater dual task costs in easy
digit forward compared with hard digit forward. The same model
for error rates revealed a significant main effect of Simple Choice
RT, F(1.00,54.00) = 9.86, p = .01, g2 = .15, and a significant
interaction between Age and Simple Choice RT, F(1.00,54.00)
= 7.31, p = .01, g2 = .12 (see Figure 7). As indicated by pairwise
comparisons, older adults had significantly (p,.001) more costs in
the hard simple choice RT, whilst the other conditions had similar
costs. We found no age difference on easy simple choice RT.

Results
Age and condition effects on RT and error rates were examined
in order to investigate dual task performance in younger and older
adults. We first present the simple choice RT task performance
followed by the complex choice RT task. Finally, we present
performance on the digit tasks.

Complex Choice RT Task Performance
Using RT as the dependent variable, a three way ANOVA
revealed significant main effects of Complex Choice RT,
F(1.00,52.00) = 39.59, p,.001, g2 = .43, and Digit Backward,
F(1.31,68.58) = 112.27, p,.001, g2 = .68, and a significant interaction between Complex Choice RT and Digit Backward (see
Figure 8). Post hoc analysis of the simple main effects showed that
easy complex choice RT was performed significantly (p,.001)
faster than hard complex choice RT only in the single tasks.
Using error rates as the dependent variable, the same model
revealed a significant main effect of Age, F(1,50) = 47.85, p,.001,
g2 = .48, with older adults making significantly more errors than
younger adults (see Figure 9). We also found significant main
effects of Complex Choice RT, F(1.00,52.00) = 11.21, p = .002,
g2 = .17, with significantly more errors in the easy than hard
complex choice RT conditions; and Digit Backward, F(1.47,76.61)
= 11.54, p,.001, g2 = .48. Participants made significantly fewer
errors in the single tasks compared with the dual tasks, and also
significantly fewer errors in easy compared with hard digit

Simple Choice RT Task Performance
Using RT as the dependent variable, a three way ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect of Age, F(1,52) = 19.55, p,.001,
g2 = .27, with older adults being significantly slower than younger
adults (see Figure 5). We also found significant main effects of
Simple Choice RT, F(1.00,52.00) = 9.88, p = .01, g2 = .16, with
significantly faster performance in easy compared with hard simple
choice RT, and Digit Forward, F(1.39,72.57) = 72.09, p,.001,
g2 = .58, with significantly faster performance in the single digit
tasks compared with the dual digit tasks. Easy digit forward
conditions were also performed significantly (p = .03) faster than
hard digit forward conditions. There were no significant interactions.
Using error rates as the dependent variable, the same model
revealed significant main effects of Simple Choice RT,
F(1.00,50.00) = 15.63, p,.001, g2 = .23 and Digit Forward,
F(1.88,94.03) = 11.54, p,.001, g2 = .18. There was also a significant interaction between Simple Choice RT and Digit Forward,
F(1.90,95.31) = 12.89, p,.001, g2 = .20 (see Figure 6). Post hoc

Figure 8. Reaction times on the Complex Choice RT (easy, hard)
as a function of Digit Backward Task Difficulty (none, easy
hard). E = Easy; H = Hard. Standard error bars are included.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060265.g008

Figure 7. Dual task costs (error rates) on the Simple Choice RT
Task Difficulty (easy, hard) as a function of Age (young, old).
E = Easy; H = Hard. Standard error bars are included.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060265.g007
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Discussion
This study examined whether concurrent performance of choice
RT and cognitive tasks varies depending on differences in task
complexity and difficulty in younger and older adults. We found
age-related differences in speed, but not in accuracy in the simple
choice RT tasks with older adults having greater dual task costs
only in the hard simple choice RT conditions. For the complex
choice RT tasks, we found age-related differences in accuracy, but
not in speed with younger adults having greater dual task costs
only in the easy complex choice RT conditions. Collectively, our
results suggest that younger and older adults differ in their dual
task performance, with differences depending on both the
complexity and difficulty of dual tasks probably due to
implementation of different strategies.
Most previous studies, using different combinations of dual
tasks, found that older adults were slower than younger adults
[7,13]. Our findings indicate that under more cognitively demanding conditions, age differences in speed may be eliminated,
albeit at the expense of accuracy. Despite our instructions, which
put equal emphasis on the importance of both speed and accuracy,
older adults may have either opted for a more careful approach or
could not perform the choice RT tasks any faster due to
generalized slowing as suggested by Processing-Speed Theory
[18]. However, age differences in speed were not more pronounced in the complex dual task set that was presumably more
cognitively demanding, a finding not in support of the ProcessingSpeed Theory [18], although age differences in accuracy emerged.
It may be possible that under the more cognitively demanding
conditions younger adults slowed down due to the increased
attentional demands of the tasks in order to attain a level of
satisfactory accuracy. Overall, the results indicate age-differences
in the strategy adopted by different groups. In support of this
notion, Davidson, Amso, Cruess Anderson and Diamond [38]
have also found that younger adults adjusted their speed to
preserve reasonable accuracy on difficult trials.
In any case, we found no age differences in dual task costs for
speed in either the simple or the complex dual task sets. Thus, both
groups maintained their baseline levels of speed during the dual
task conditions. In line with previous studies [14,39], the accuracy
of older adults for dual task costs decreased from baseline to the
harder simple choice RT dual tasks compared with younger
adults. However, a different pattern emerged in the complex
choice RT tasks during which accuracy of younger adults

Figure 9. Main effect of Age (young, old) on error rates of the
complex choice RT task. Standard error bars are included.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060265.g009

backward. Contrary with the simple choice RT tasks, the results of
the complex choice RT tasks suggest aging effects in error rates,
but not in RT. Similarly with the simple choice RT task, slower
responses were associated with greater error rates suggesting no
speed-accuracy trade-offs.

Complex Choice RT Dual Task Costs
For dual task costs, a three way ANOVA for RT revealed only
a significant main effect of Complex Choice RT, F(1.00,54.00)
= 33.81, p,.001, g2 = .382. The same model for error rates
revealed significant main effects of Complex Choice RT,
F(1.00,54.00) = 6.44, p = .01, g2 = .11, and Digit Backward,
F(1.00,54.00) = 17.36, p,.001, g2 = .24. There was also a significant interaction between Age and Complex Choice RT,
F(1.00,54.00) = 4.31, p = .04, g2 = .07 (see Figure 10). Pairwise
comparisons suggested that there were significantly (p,.001)
greater dual task costs for the younger adults in the easy complex
choice RT tasks.
In order to see whether there were differences in dual task costs
between the simple and complex choice RT tasks, we calculated
dual task cost ratios for RT and error rates separately for each
condition using the following formula: simple choice RT/complex
choice RT. We found that the majority of both younger and older
participants had greater costs in the complex choice RT, with only
very few participants having similar costs between the two tasks or
greater costs on the simple choice RT. Mann-Whitney tests
showed no significant age-related differences between dual task
cost ratios for any of the conditions.

Digit Tasks Performance
For digit forward, a three way ANOVA revealed a significant
main effect of Digit Forward, F(1.00,49.00) = 37.49, p,.001,
g2 = .43, with significantly fewer errors in the easy than hard
conditions. There was also a significant main effect of Simple
Choice RT, F(1.82,75.71) = 17.47, p,.001, g2 = .26, with
significantly fewer errors in the single tasks compared with the
dual tasks. There were no significant interactions.
For digit backward, the same model revealed a significant main
effect of Digit Backward, F(1.00,52.00) = 53.62, p,.001, g2 = .51,
with significantly fewer errors in easy than hard conditions. We
also found a significant main effect of Complex Choice RT,
F(1.54,80.43) = 13.39, p,.001, g2 = .20, with significantly fewer
errors in the single tasks compared with the dual tasks. There were
no significant interactions.
For dual task costs of digit forward, we found a significant main
effect of Digit Forward, F(1.00,54.00) = 5.18, p = .02, g2 = .08,
with significantly greater dual task costs in hard digit forward
compared with easy digit forward. We found no other significant
main effects or interactions for digit forward or digit backward.
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Figure 10. Dual task costs (error rates) on the Complex Choice
RT Task Difficulty (easy, hard) as a function of Age (young,
old). E = Easy; H = Hard. Standard error bars are included.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060265.g010
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decreased from baseline to the harder dual tasks compared with
older adults, although in the context of the results in speed. This
finding is unexpected given that past research has typically found
that older adults incur greater dual task costs [39]. Despite this,
there are a few studies that have found greater dual task costs in
younger adults [e.g., 40, 41]. For example, Kemper et al. (2003)
investigated language production and suggested that younger
adults may experience greater dual task costs than older adults due
to their faster and more complex speech at baseline, which became
similar to older adults’ speech under the more demanding dual
task conditions. Similarly, our findings suggest that performing the
hard choice RT concurrently with a secondary task had more
detrimental effects on the performance of younger than older
adults. This is most likely due to their comparatively lower error
rates at baseline that increased under dual task conditions. Taken
as a whole, our findings indicate that dual task costs are affected by
the complexity of the task being performed. Although our
participants were able to maintain their baseline RT under dual
task conditions, their accuracy changed. One might assume that
increasing task complexity changed participants’ response from
emphasizing speed to emphasizing accuracy; however, this is
unlikely, as we found no speed-accuracy trade-offs. Therefore, our
participants’ accuracy decreased under more demanding dual task
conditions, and baseline speed was maintained.
Previous neuroimaging studies have investigated the neural
basis of processing speed [42,43], as well as patterns of cortical
activation [44,45]. Recently, Takeuchi et al. [46] used functional
magnetic resonance imaging to examine differences between the
speed of simple and complex working memory tasks in 23 healthy
males using an N-Back task. Significantly increased activation of
the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and fronto-parietal network
was found during faster and more complex tasks, compared with
the slower and easier tasks. The authors suggested that these
regions may mediate differences between the speed of simple and
complex cognitive processes in line with other studies that have
found increased cognitive load to be associated with increased
brain activation specifically in the prefrontal cortex [47–49].
Moreover, past research has shown a positive relationship between
speed of complex cognitive processes and psychometric measures
of intelligence [e.g., 50]. The fronto-parietal network has been
typically ascribed to cognitive functions, and has been found to be
over-activated in older compared with younger adults [51,52], and
during dual-task performance [52,53]. Age-related increased
activation may reflect a compensatory strategy employed by older
adults as an attempt to maintain task performance at an accurate
level, especially under more cognitively demanding conditions.
Overall, these studies emphasize the importance of the frontoparietal network as playing a critical role in age-related differences
in the speed of both simple and complex cognitive processes.
Consistent with our hypothesis, and past research [11,13], our
findings showed that performance slowed and became less
accurate with higher levels of task difficulty in both groups and
across both sets of tasks. Both groups were slower and made more
errors in the choice RT tasks when they performed the digit tasks
concurrently, highlighting the increased cognitive load in the dual
task conditions. Past research investigating age differences in dual
tasking has produced inconsistent results in regards to error rates
[19,21,24]. Our findings suggest that age-related differences in
error rates emerge under more complex dual tasks. Older adults’
already slowed RT may have provided a ‘‘protective’’ mechanism
in the more complex dual task set (against the need to slow down
even further); however, maintaining RT was at the expense of
accuracy. Alternatively, older adults may not be able to regulate
their RT as effectively as younger adults to adapt to different
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

conditions. Although results suggested no speed-accuracy tradeoffs within each set of tasks, there were age-related differences in
RT, but not in error rates in the simple set of tasks, and age-related
differences in error rates, but not in RT in the complex set of tasks.
Differences in the pattern of age effects across sets of dual tasks
suggest that different age groups may implement differential
strategies depending on the type and complexity of tasks.
Our study has implications for the Processing-Speed Theory.
For example, Salthouse [54] argues that age-related differences in
cognitive performance, such as working memory, can be explained
by age-related differences in processing speed. Our results indicate
that age-related differences are not explained solely by processing
speed. Rather, we find clear age-related differences that are best
demonstrated by two measures, RT and accuracy, with the
relationships between these measures and aging varying with levels
of task difficulty. Under conditions of simple processing, older
participants’ RT was slower relative to younger participants,
whereas accuracy was similar; however, under harder processing
conditions older participants’ RT was similar to younger
participants, but they were less accurate. These findings are
consistent with past research which asserts that participants are
likely to share resources between a number of factors, including
processing speed and processing accuracy [55].
The current findings showed that older adults performed worse
overall in both simple and complex choice RT tasks, but employed
different strategies with speed-accuracy trade-offs based on the
complexity of dual tasks: older adults traded speed for accuracy in
the simple dual task set, and accuracy for speed in the complex
dual task set. Accumulator models of speed-accuracy trade-offs
assume that sensory evidence accumulates over time from signal
onset until a decision threshold [56]. Depending on the task and
individual differences, such as capability and age, accumulation of
evidence may proceed more or less slowly and more or less
accurately. Relevant to our results, accumulator models predict
either changes in speed or accuracy by changing the decision
threshold: emphasizing the speed of responding lowers the
decision threshold relative to emphasizing accuracy and vice versa
[56]. Overall, our results highlight the need to characterise dual
task performance using a more comprehensive readout of
behaviour, including speed and accuracy, and to include
conditions that span a variety of difficulty levels. It remains to
be determined whether the different pattern of results across the
simple and complex choice RT tasks is under conscious control.
Our findings should be considered in light of some study
limitations. Despite instructing participants to perform the tasks as
quickly and as accurately as possible, it is likely that the complexity
of tasks affected the competing goals of speed and accuracy
differently. In addition, our conclusions must be tempered by
possible task order effects since, for practical reasons, we did not
counterbalance single and dual task conditions. However, given
that practice effects would be expected to accrue with increased
experience, together with the fact that participants’ performances
actually deteriorated in the higher task difficulty conditions which
were presented later (i.e., with the greatest amount of practice),
suggests that, if anything, counterbalancing would have strengthened our findings.
An important contribution of this study was to compare
different combinations of cognitive dual tasks, and to manipulate
the task difficulty of both tasks within each set, so as to further
tease apart mental operations in younger and older adults. Most
previous studies have used one dual task only, and manipulated
task difficulty of only one of the tasks. In addition, previous studies
have typically employed choice RT tasks concurrently with
postural balance tasks rather than cognitive tasks.
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In summary, our findings suggest that under dual task demands,
older adults adopt different strategies than younger adults, and
these depend on both complexity and difficulty level of the
cognitive tasks. The differential pattern of performance across the
lifespan affects both processing speed and processing accuracy.
Compared with younger adults, older adults were significantly
slower than, but as accurate in simple choice RT tasks, and
significantly less accurate, but as fast in complex choice RT tasks.
RT decreased and error rates increased with greater task difficulty
for both age groups, and both dual task sets. Finally, older adults
showed greater costs for error rates in the simple choice RT tasks,
whereas in the complex choice RT tasks, it was the younger group
that showed greater costs. Findings suggest that younger and older

adults may adopt differential behavioral strategies depending on
complexity and difficulty of dual tasks.
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